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About This Game

Welcome to the Trivia Vault contestant! Play as a contestant in a gameshow called Trivia Vault Super Heroes Trivia and bring
your thinking hat. Answer super hero trivia questions as quickly as you can, the faster you answer the higher the cash value.
Correct answers lock in the digit code for the vault, 10 correct answers cracks the vault and awards bonus cash. Track your

progress and aim for higher scores to accomplish higher ranks. Challenge yourself to beat your high score by playing multiple
times and completing all 25 levels with a total of 250 unique trivia questions.

Features:

25 Vaults to Crack(levels)
250 Unique Trivia Questions

Timer Based Questions
Obtain Cash Multipliers Based on Correct Answers in a Level

3 Ranks of Accomplishment per Level
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The whole design is decent for a quizz game and fulfills its purpose. Replayability is low as soon as the same question reappear.

The single achievement unlocks instantly. Looking at how many different Trivia games with a single achievement are uploaded,
they seem to mainly be targeted at achievement hunters.

No clue if the 250 questions are all self written or from an external source, but it seems like a fair amount for the price of
0,99€.. 3/10!

Open game then close game = all achievements.. a Game designed for achievement spam, so achievement hunters will be sure to
 grab these up, cheap games with a boat load of achievements to rank up your
achievement counter... Thee game itself though, cant really speak for it, i dont
really have the knowledge of those era's , locations or events and happenings to
 give you an accurate description of them, The entire series of this game will
 all have the same review from me, as i said purely to rack up achievement count.
The achievements comes unlocked, you install the game, then run it and they unlock
all at once, no idling nothing.. I hate trivia and would never buy a trivia game if it wasn't for 5k achievements upon just opening
the game. If you're out achievement hunting, pic this game up on sale, otherwise it's not worth full price. 5k achievements is
way too many, just looks bad to see 5k achievements on such a game when actual games have a decent number of challenges.
Kinda wish it had only 1 achievement. It is what it is. Pay for achievements. After closing the game, steam crashed every time.
Just a warning.. Easy unlock 5000 Achievements 100%!
. So, I got this from a sale for like 0,60€ and I got to say it's enjoyable: it's a quiz with super hero questions, what else would
you want? There are loads of questions and they're mostly good, although I didn't know anything about Big Hero 6.
Some of the cons include, but are not limited to:
- Some factual errors, nothing big, but they stood out to me
- Spelling errors were pretty frequent
- Some of the questions were pretty unclear with some out-of-place text in there
- For my personal taste there was too much questions about actors playing/voicing the characters compared to questions about
the characters themselves

Despite those I enjoyed this. It's a fun little quiz with a lot of replay value. Just hoping for a patch to be released with some
corrections to the problems mentioned above and maybe some more questions, because variety is never a bad thing in these
kinds of games.. This game is achievement spamming game.
If I review ALL the Trivia Vault games/series - am I considered review spamming?. Install > Play > Exit Game > Unistall

The quickest way to farm Steam achievements! Only purchase this game for achievements! Does not have any real gameplay!
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Purely for the 5,000 achievements just as everyone else says. Recommended for the achievements not for the game. These are
pricey as hell for such low quality. Good questions but very low quality interface.
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